Coronavirus Education Materials In Indigenous Languages, Dialects and Spanish

These resources were gathered by the Rural Women’s Health Project, with thanks to Evelyn Moraga in Guatemala, Dr. Laura Gonzalez at the University of Florida, her colleagues at CEPIADET in [http://cepiadet.org](http://cepiadet.org) in Oaxaca Mexico and CIELO ([https://mycielo.org/](https://mycielo.org/)) in Los Angeles. We are committed to getting these materials out to all of those residing in the U.S., no matter their country of origin or mother language. If you have materials to be added to this list, please contact us at: rwhp@cafl.com

Together, we will get through this.
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COVID Videos Multiple Languages

AFICHES guamineduc

POSTER - Q'ANJOB'AL
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POSTER - K'ICHE'
POSTER - KAQCHIKEL
POSTER - XINKA
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